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ON mE NATURE OF EXPERIENCE IN THE BARE THEORY

ABSTRACT. Quantum mechanic~without the collapsepostulate,the ~
theory, wa.~
proposedby Alben (1992) as a way of understandingEverett'srelative-statefonnulation
of quantummechanics.The basic idea is to try to accountfor an observer'sbeliefs by
appealingto a type of illusion predictedby the baredteory.This paperrespond~to some
recentobjectionsto the barethet)ry by providing a moredetaileddescriptionof the sense
in which it canand the sensein which it cannotaccountfor our experience.

Th~ bare theory, quantum mechanics without the collapse postulate
but with the standard eigenvalue-eigenstate link, has several suggestive
properties.! These properties tell us what an observer would report concerning her experience in various situations if the theory were true. Here I
will discussjust one of these properties in some detail.
Suppose that M is a perfect x-spin measuring device in the following
sense:it is constructed so that the position of its pointer becomesperfectly
correlated with the x-spin of a spin-l/2 system S without disturbing it.
That is, M has the following two dispositions: (1) if S is initially in an
x-spin up eigenstate, then M will report that the result of its measurement
is x-spin up and will leave S in the x-spin up state
(I)

and (2) if S is initially in an x-spin down eigenstate,then M will report
that the result of its measurement
is x-spin down and will leaveS in the
x-spin down state
(2

Ir)MI.!.}s -+ .t.}ul.t.}s

According to the bare theory, the time-evolution of every physical system is always colTectly described by the time-dependent SchrOdingerequation, which is linear. It follows from the linearity of the dynamics and from
how M has been constructed (from the two dispositions described above)
that if M begins in a ready-to-make-a-measurementstate and S begins in
a superposition of x-spin up and x-spin down
(3)
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thenthe stateof M + S after M's x-spin measurement
will be
(4)

01 t)

M
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(since the result of applying the linear dynamics to a linear superposition
is the linear superposition of applying the dynamics to each term). If a
and fi are nonzero, then this is not an eigenstate of M reporting any
determinate x-spin result; rather, it is a state where M is entangled with S
and in a superposition of reporting mutually contradictory results. While
M would not be in an eigenstateof reporting any particular determinate xspin result, one can argue that M would nonethelessreport that it recorded
some determinate x-spin result, either x-spin up or x-spin down.
Supposethat M is constructed in such a way that it has the disposition
to answer the question "Did you get some determinate result to your x-spin
measurement,either x-spin up or x-spin down?" with "Yes" if it recorded
x-spin up (if Arf + S ended up in the state I t) MI t)s) and with "Yes" if it

recorded
x-spindown(if M + S endedup in thestateI

.J-)
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Then

if M in fact recorded a superposition of the two possible x-spin results (if
M + S were in the state described by (4) above), then it follows from the
linearity of the dynamics that M would nonethelessanswer "Yes" to the
question; that is, Arf would falsely report that it got a determinate x-spin
result, either x-spin up or x-spin down.
One reaction to this conclusion has been to argue that the Hermitian
operator that is taken here to correspond to asking the question "Did you
get some determinate result to your x-spin measurement?" is simply an
identity operator and that such a simple operator cannot possibly represent
such an interesting question (Weinstein (1996) provides an example of this
line of argument). This seems,however, to miss the point. While it is true
that the question asked of M here might be represented by the identity
operator, the fact remains that if Nf were constructed in the way described
above, then it would be disposed to report that it got a determinate x-spin
result when it was actually in an entangled superposition of recording
mutually incompatible x-spin results. How one representsthe observable
corresponding to asking M the whether it got a determinate result is
irrelevant. That !Ill would report that it got a determinate x-spin result
follows directly from the dispositions that M would have on the bare
theory if it was wired to report that it recorded a determinate result in
those situations where it did in fact record a determinate result, in those
situations where it was in an eigenstate of recording a determinate x-spin
result.
Given the way that it is wired, one would expect that M would reliably
answer the question "Did you get some determinate result to your x-spin
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measurement?", but in the world described by the bare theory it does not
(it gives the right answer only when it is in an eigenstate of recording one
or the other of the two possible x-spin results). The natural question to ask
then is whether there is any way to wire M so that it would always provide
reliable answers concerning its records of past measurements.It turns out
that if the bare theory is true, then the answer is No.
Suppose that we wanted to be sure that measuring device N has the
disposition to answer the question "Did you get a determinate result to
your x-spin measurement?" with "No" if it ends up in the state
($)
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and"No" if it endsup in the state
(6)
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If its measurement record involves more than a few particles, then this
would be a very difficult device to build since it would have to perform
something akin to an interference experiment on the physical system that
records the initial measurementresult in order to answer this question reliably in these states.But supposethat we succeedin wiring N accordingly.
While N would reliably report whether it recorded a determinate x-spin
result in states'l/JIor 1/12,
N would mistakenly report that it failed to record a
determinate result when it w~ in fact in an eigenstateof recording a determinate result, say x-spin up. f asked whether it recorded a determinate
result, N would answer "No' in the state 1/11
and "No" in state 1/12,so by
the linearity of the dynamics, it would also (though this time mistakenly)

answer"No" in the stateI t)NI t)s = 1/~(1/11+ '1/)2),
whereit in fact
did determinately record x-spin up.
The bare theory places a very strong constraint on the reliability of
mea."urementreports: If a measuring device must answer a question the
same way in two orthogonal states but differently in a superposition of
the two orthogonal states in order to answer the question reliably, then no
measuring device can answer the question reliably in general since, by the
linearity of the dynamics, it will always answer the question the sameway
in the superposition as it does in the orthogonal states.
Since one cannot design a universally reliable measuring device, Bub,
Clifton, and Mouton (1996) (henceforth BCM) have argued that the bare
theory, like many hidden variable theories, requires one to choose a preferred basis, where the preferred basis in the bare theory is the one that
tells us when a good measuring device will be able to reliably answer a
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certain type of question. Since some hidden variable theories are arguably
among our best formulations of quantum mechanics, this is not a very serious objection to the bare theory. Indeed. rather than see this as a serious
argument against the bare theory, BCM prefer to see it as an argument
that undermines one of the most compelling argumentsfor the bare theory:
its simplicity. I think that they are at least to some extent right, but there
also seemsto me to be a significant difference between the role played by
the preferred basis in a hidden variable theory and the role played by the
preferred basis in the bare theory. In a hidden variable theory the preferred
basis determines which out of all possible physical quantities always has a
determinate value. In the bare theory, however, the preferred basis is simply stipulated as a part of what it means to be a good measuring device or
observer in the theory: more specifically, in discussions of the bare theory
it is usually assumed that, whatever else it might do, a good measuring
device or observer would be able to reliably answered the question "Did
you get a determinate result to your x-spin measurement"" when it had
in faL't recorded a determinate result. It is certainly true that a measuring
device or observer might be wired differently. There is something akin to
a choice of a preferred basis here, but it is a choice about how to model
observers,not about what observableas a fundamental fact about the ontology of the world always has a determinate value, and the former seemsa
more modest role for a preferred basis.
Further, while BCM are right to insist that the mathematical formalism
of quantum mechanics fails to tell us how to model observers and that it
is conceivable that an observer might be "ired differently than what is

usually assumedin discussionsof the ba, ~ theory (wired like N above,
for example), it does not follow that the I.;hoiceof how to model human
observers is arbitrary. We tend to believe that if human observers are wired
to answer any question reliably, then they are wired to answer the question
"Did you get a determinate result to your measurement?"reliably when they
determinatel.}' did or determinately did not record a result. And we tend
to believe that humans are not wired to perform the type of measurement
that would reliably determine whether they are in superpositions of having
recorded mutually incompatible results (Indeed, if the records involve
more than a few correlated particles, as brain records certainly do, then
we believe that it would be almost impossible to build a device that could
perform this measurementreliably).
The upshot is that while the usual way of trying to account for our
experience in the bare theory does require one to assumethat observersare
wired in a special (though plausible) way, a hidden variable theory typically
requires one to make the stronger assumption that a particular observable
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is onto logically privileged, that it picks out the one and only physical
property that is always determinate and such a theory also requires one to
assumethat observersare wired in a special way so that every measurement
is ultimately a measurement of the always-determinate observable? So
while BCM's preferred basis argument does show that the bare theory's
account of our experience must depend on a contingent fact about human
nature, it might still be argued that this commitment to a preferred basis is
less troubling than the commitment typically required by a hidden variable
theory. In any case, we are left with the fact that if the bare theory is to
have any chance of accounting for our experience, then we must make
some assumption about how we are wired. We will assume that human
observers are wired like M above (not like N).
BCM have a second more serious objection to the bare theory: even
granting the usual way that human observers are modeled on the theory,
the bare theory still cannot account for our actual experience and is thus not
a serious candidate for a satisfactory formulation of quantum mechanics.
While I agree that there is a sensein which the bare theory cannot account
for our experience, there is also an interesting sense in which it can.
Whether one finds this secondtype of account compelling dependson how
seriously one is willing to take what the bare theory tells us concerning the
basic nature of experience.
Suppose that an observer M measures the x-spin of a system in an
eigenstateof z-spin and thus ends up in a superposition of recording x-spin
up and x-spin down. It follows immediately from the standardeigenvalueeigenstate link that in this state M does not believe x-spin up, does not
believe x-spin down, does not believe both, and does not believe neither.
Thus, the bare theory is logically incompatible with the claim that either
M would believe x-spin up or M would believe x-spin down after the
measurement. If this is what M experiences, then the bare theory cannot
account for M's experience. But the bare theory denies that this is in fact
what M experiences.
The bare theory tells us that although M did not in fact record a determinate x-spin result. she would nonethelessbelieve shedid. If M believed
her own report, the report that she would with certainty be disposed to
make, then it would seemto her that the final state had somehow collapsed
to I t} AI I t} s or II J.} M I J.} s when in fact the dynamical evolution of the
composite system had been perfectly linear and there had been no collapse.
"You are looking at the pointer right now." "Yes." "00 you clearly see it
either pointing to x-spin up or to x-spin down?" "Yes." "You are as certain
as you can be on the basis of direct empirical evidence that the pointer
is pointing at a particular, specific, and fully determinate result?" "Ye.o;."
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Again, this is how the conversation must go if M has the disposition to
reliably answer such questions when she is in an eigenstateof recording xspin up and when she is in an eigenstate of recording x-spin down. Hence
M would believe that she had recorded a perfectly determinate x-spin
result when there was no determinate x-spin result that M believed that
she recorded.
It is important to be clear about this. The claim that a proponent of the
bare theory would make is not that M would believe that she recorded
x-spin up or that she would believe that she recorded x-spin down, but
rather that she would believe that she recorded x-spin up or x-spin down.
To distinguish it from an ordinary phenomenal experience, one might call
the event leading to this disjunctive belief a di.sjuncti~'eexperience. M's
disjunctive experience here would be phenomenally indistinguishable from
either getting x-spin up or getting x-spin down (becausethat is precisely
what M would be disposed to report), but it would be wrong to claim that
it would be phenomenally indistinguishable from getting x-spin up and it
would be wrong to claim that it would be phenomenally indistinguishable
from getting x-spin down since the observer would not be in an eigenstate
of making either of these judgements (since M would not determinately
report either of these). And, for the samereason,it would be wrong to clairnthat the observer could distinguish the disjunctive experience from getting
x-spin up or that the observer could distinguish the disjunctive experience
from getting x-spin down. Again, the right thing to say is that the observer
would be unable to distinguish the disjunctive result from x-spin up or
x-spin down. If what one takes as standing in need of an explanation
is the belief that one's experiences are typically perfectly ordinary and
determinate, then the bare theory provides it. (The observer would say that
her experience was perfectly ordinary and determinate in the eigenstate
cases and would consequently have the sure-fire disposition to say the
same thing in the superposition).
Perhapsthe following thought experiment will help to clarify the nature
of disjunctive experience. Suppose that an observer measuresthe x-spin
of three object systems: the first is in an x-spin up eigenstate,the second is
in an x-spin down eigenstate, and the third is in a superposition of x-spin
up and x-spin down. The observer will believe that she has a determinate
phenomenal result in all three cases. Moreover, she will believe that the
result of her last measurementwas phenomenally indistinguishable from
the result of exactly one of her first two measurements.But the observer's
disjunctive experience will be neither distinguishable nor indistinguishable
from the experience of getting x-spin up (the observer will fail to have a
determinate belief concerning whether her first and third results agree)
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nor will it be distinguishable nor indistinguishable from the experience of
getting x-spin down (she will not have a determinate belief concerning
whether her second and third results agree); rather, the disjunctive experience is indistinguishable from either the experience of getting x-spin up
or the experience of getting x-spin down (the observer will determinately
believe that the result of the third measurementis indistinguishable from
exactly one of the first two results). It also follows from the linearity of
the dynamics that if an observer can correctly identify those experiences
that are specific and ordinary when she has them, then she will believe and
report that her disjunctive experiences are perfectly specific and ordinary.
The upshot is that if the bare theory were true, then an observer would be
under the illusion that her empirical experience was perfectly detenninate,
specific, and ordinary, when it would typically be devoid of any ordinary
specific content. If the bare theory were true, then first-person authority
concerning whether particular experiencesand beliefs had ordinary specific
content would be routinely violated in a striking way - an observer would
typically believe that she had an ordinary detenninate experience when
there would be no such experience that she believed that she had.
This is odd enough to be philosophically interesting, but not so odd
as to be logically incoherent. Let B(x) represent that M detenninately
believes x, and let up and do~~'nrepresent "The measurement result was
x-spin up" and "The measurementresult was x-spin down", respectively.
After /or!measuresa system in a superposition of x-spin eigenstates,B(up
or do.~'n), not B(up), and not B(doH-'n) would all be true, but these are
mutually consistent. What must be sacrificed to avoid an inconsistency
here is that if B(llp or do.t'n) then either B(up) or B(down). But this is
something that we have never believed anyway. I believe, for example, that
Tibet either has or does not have a population greater than ten million, but
since I have not perfonned the relevant observations, I do not believe that
it does and I do not believe that it does not. What makes M's situation odd
here is that we believe that M did perform the rele,,'antob.fervations that
.,,'ouldpro\'ide the basisfor either one belief or the othel: What is violated
by the bare theory's account of M's experience then is not a basic logical
principle but rather a basic intuition about what type of observation would
lead a good observer from B(up or down) to either B(up) or B(down).
When someoneobjects that we do in fact know that our experience has
specific content a,ld that .ve kno~'"what that content is, it is difficult not to
agree. But the bare theory predicts that if we were wired like M, then this
is just what we would (mistakenly) believe about our experience. "Yes", I
complain, "but my experience does in fact have specific content". "Right
now I see, before my own eyes, the pointer pointing at a particular, fully
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detenninate result. And it is x-spin up !" A proponent of the bare theory
must respond, "Yes, you believe that the pointer is pointing in a detenninate
direction just as it seemsto me that J heard you make a detenninate report
just now telling me what direction it is pointing, but the pointer nonetheless
fails to point in a determinate direction and I did not hear a detenninate
report. Regardless of how strongly you might insist that your experience
has specific content, the bare theory can explain why you are so insistent,
yet wrong".
There are clearly serious problems with the bare theory,3 but whether
BCM are right in claiming that it fails to account for our experiencedepends
on how much scope one is willing to give the theory in characterizing the
fundamental nature of experience. One might have little patience for the
bare theory if one believes that one already knows the true nature of
experience and belief (if one believes, for example, that experience always
has specific content that is directly accessiblevia introspection). But when
BCM insist that we do in fact sometimes see up when the bare theory
predicts that we are actually in a superposition of seeing up and down the
reliably of this judgment requires the reliability of introspection, which is
exactly what the bare theory denies.

NarES
I Some of these properties were first suggested by Everett (1957). There have been several
3ubsequentattempts to clarify the properties and to determine their significance: see Hartle
(1968), DeWitt (1971), Everett (1973), Graham (1973), Albert and Loewer (1988), Albert
( 1992), and Barrett (1995) for examples. The bare theory itself was proposed as a reading
of Everett's relative-state formulation of quantum mechanics by Albert (1992).
2 See Barrett (1996).
:I For further discussions of some of its problems see Albert (1992) and Barrett (1994).
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